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two ; nor, to do him justice, had he realised till a month ago
that the attraction was not Michael, but Fleur. Desert
never spoke of the war, it was not possible to learn from his
own mouth an effect which he might have summed up thus :
c* I lived so long with horror and death ; T saw men so in tile-
raw ; I put hope of anything out of my mind so utterly, that
I can never more have the faintest respect for theories,
promises, conventions, moralities, and principles. I have
hated too much the men who wallowed in them while I was
wallowing in mud and blood. Illusion is off. No religion
and no philosophy will satisfy me—words, all words. I
have still my senses—no thanks to them ; am still capable—
I find—of passion ; can still grit my teeth and grin ; have
still some feeling of trench loyalty, but whether real or just a
complex, I don't yet know. I am dangerous, but not so
dangerous as those who trade in words, principles, theories,
and all manner of fanatical idiocy to be worked out in the
blood and sweat of other men. The war's done one thing
for me—converted life to comedy. Laugh at it—there's
nothing else to do ! "
Leaving the concert hall on the Friday night, he had
walked straight home to his rooms. And lying down full
length on a monk's seat of the fifteenth century, restored
with down cushions and silk of the twentieth, lie crossed his
hands behind his head and delivered himself to these
thoughts : * I am not going on like this. She has bewitched
me. It doesn't mean anything to her. But it means hell to
me. I'll finish with it on Sunday—Persia's a good place.
Arabia's a good place'—plenty of blood and sand! She's
incapable of giving 'anything up. How has she hooked
herself into me ! By trick of eyes, and hair, by her walk,
by the sound of her voice—by trick of warmth, scent, colour.
Fling her cap over the windmill—not she ! What then ?
Am I to hang about her Chinese fireside and her little Chinese

